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Abstract.
This paper describes a novel two temperature amplitude calibra-

tion scheme for radio-astronomical antennas. Each of two temperature-
regulated loads can be weakly coupled to the radiometer through a small
hole in the antenna secondary mirror. Switching between the loads with
a rapidly moving mirror provides a small difference signal at the radiome-
ter input. The signal is broadband and stable. We have built and tested
a prototype on one antenna in the BIMA Array, obtaining a calibration
accuracy of better than one percent. Using this technique, one must
separately measure the attenuation of the atmosphere using an antenna
tipping measurement. Tests show that the tipping measurement provides
attenuation calibration with an accuracy of 1%.

1. Introduction

Amplitude calibration is as important for interferometry as it is for single dish
observing. Accurate amplitude scales are essential for the comparison of images
made with different instruments. For example, the measurement of spectral
indices in continuum emission processes is badly compromised by poor amplitude
calibration. Good calibration is especially important when combining single
dish and interferometer data, since there may be only a small overlap in spatial
frequency coverage. For optimum fidelity, good calibration among the different
antennas of an array is also important, especially when self-calibration is not
possible.

The technique presently used at most millimeter telescopes is the chopper
wheel method introduced by Penzias & Burrus (1973), in which an observed
source is compared with the difference between the sky brightness and an am-
bient temperature load. The physical temperature of the absorbing atmosphere
is approximately the same as the ambient load and a mean model of the atmo-
sphere is used to make a correction. The method is convenient, and absolute
accuracies of a few percent are often obtained. One important advantage of this
method is that the attenuation of the atmosphere is taken into account in the
calibration and no separate measurement of extinction is needed. On days that
have an uneven atmosphere, perhaps due to partial cloud cover, one still gets
an approximate amplitude calibration. However, the approximation that the
physical temperature of the air is the same as that of the ambient absorber is
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a significant source of error. Obtaining calibration accuracies at the level of 1%
or better requires the use of two well-characterized black-body loads.

2. Correction for Extinction

Unlike the chopper wheel method, which provides a calibration with atmospheric
extinction automatically taken into account, the present scheme requires a sep-
arate measurement of the extinction. Consider the input to the receiver:

Tin(z) = Toa(z) + Trcvr + Tbbe - T
0 secz + (Tair) (1 - e-70 secz), (1)

with the antenna temperature Toa(z), weakly dependent on the zenith distance
z; the receiver temperature Trcvr; the contribution of the 3 K background ra-
diation Tbb; the zenith opacity To; and the mean air temperature (Tair). In
good weather it is possible to determine Trcvr and TO from tipping curves-
measurements of Tin(z) over a range of z (§4.3.).

This measurement of opacity depends on the uncertainty in the air temper-
ature. The sensitivity to this uncertainty is less than it is for the chopper wheel
method, but the uncertainty is still an important concern. The approximate
error in To may be written as

S0 = (Tair sec z + (Tair)(2)

where e is the error in the fit. For typical values: (Tair) = 280 K, 6 (Tair) = 10 K,
TO = 0.2, sec z- 1.5, and e - 0.5, we have 6T0 = 0.0072 and thus eoTsecz -

1.011, so the error is about 1%.
When the atmosphere is not stable enough for reliable tipping measure-

ments, the new hardware can be used in an enhanced chopper wheel method.
The mirror which presents in turn the loads to the receiver has a third position
which presents a concave scattering mirror, reflecting the sky. This may then
be compared with the antenna temperature when the ambient load is presented.
The advantages above the usual chopper wheel method are that the ambient load
will have well-known temperature, and that the measurement will be continuous
and small, avoiding non-linearities in the receiving system.

3. System Implementation

3.1. Optics

The principal hardware for the system is located behind the Cassegrain sec-
ondary mirror and is viewed through a 6 cm diameter hole, which corresponds
to the image of the vertex window in the aperture plane. Immediately behind
the hole (Figure 1) is a rotating 450 mirror which couples in one of the two cali-
bration loads (at approximately 310 K and 400 K) or the scattering mirror. The
rotating mirror has very low rotational inertia, allowing it to be rotated 900 in
just 50 ms. Vibrations in the system have been minimized by matching and can-
celling the moment of inertia of the stepping motor with that of the mirror. The
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Figure 1. Sectional view of the subreflector assembly.

concave conical scattering mirror has an opening angle of 169 ° to reflect the sky
while minimizing vignetting (Figure 2). At millimeter wavelengths the system
is quasi-optical. However, the optical path behind the subreflector is confined
to an over-moded waveguide to minimize coupling to ambient. A photograph of
components of the system is in Figure 3.

3.2. Temperature Controlled Loads

Each of the two identical calibration loads (Figure 4) consists of a silicone-based
absorber inside a well-insulated housing. The absorber has been cast onto a
thick aluminum substrate which is wrapped in a rope heater. The heater is
driven by a control circuit which regulates the substrate to better than 0.1 K.
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Figure 3. Photograph of the hardware located behind the subreflec-
tor, showing the rotating mirror, the temperature-controlled loads and
the conical scattering mirror.
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ambient-temperature surroundings (since the absorber is not a perfect conduc-
tor). The magnitude of this effect is about 0.5 K for the 310 K load and 0.1 K
for the 400 K load (for which the regulator servo has a higher gain). After cor-
rections based on the ambient temperature, the uncertainty due to this effect
and to regulation errors is 0.1 K, about 0.1% of the calibration signal difference.
The second error is because we measure the absorber temperature at only one
typical location. Laboratory measurements at several positions showed that this
uncertainty is less than 0.5°; in any case it becomes a constant within the radio-
metrically measured load coupling coefficient (section 4.1.). The cone opening
angle (30 ° ) is close to the Brewster angle, so one polarization of an incident ray
is absorbed. The other polarization undergoes at least 5 reflections within the
cone, ensuring significant attenuation. Thus the cone is essentially a blackbody
with radiometric temperature equal to its physical temperature.

3.3. Control and Data Acquisition

The rotating mirror is synchronized with the fundamental 320 ms control and
data cycle of the array. Since the stepping motor provides a consistent drive
time, the time for which the mirror is stationary and presenting a given load is
reproducible. The output of a square-law detector at the receiver is integrated
separately during the on-source time for each load. Eventually this data acqui-
sition will take place in the correlator, providing a spectral-line calibration of
the entire receiver system.
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Figure 5. Total power detection of the calibration loads.

4. Test Results

4.1. Primary Calibration

We require a primary calibration of the difference signal coupling to the ra-
diometer. An approximate calculation, based on the feed illumination of the
subreflector, shows that the coupling of the hole is about 2%, corresponding
to a temperature difference of about 1.8 K. For the primary calibration of this
signal, an ambient load and one in boiling liquid nitrogen (LN) are the stan-
dards. The latter is in a radio-transparent foam box. The dielectric constant
of the LN is 1.2, leading to a reflection of 1% at the interface between the
foam box and the LN. This raises the effective LN blackbody temperature by
O.O1(Tamb - TLN) = 2.1 K, and we estimate the error in making this correction
to be 0.5 K. The ambient load is on a wheel in front of the receiver in the ver-
tex cabin and its temperature is measured to an accuracy of about 0.5 K. The
quadrature sum of these errors is 0.7 K, or about 0.35% of the difference between
the ambient and LN loads. The calibration procedure consists of measuring in
turn the rapidly chopped signal from the loads in the secondary mirror and the
sequence of the LN and ambient loads completely covering the receiver beam.
A calibration at 225 GHz gave a chopped signal of 1.77% (1.58 K).

4.2. Calibration Signal

Figure 5 shows the chopped signal from the secondary with a switching rate
of 3 Hz. The periodic variation in the temperatures, seen best in the aver-
ages at the bottom of the figure, results from temperature cycling in the 4 K
Gifford-McMahon refrigerator. The period of the chop is a sub-multiple of the
refrigerator cycle so that the cycle is sampled without aliasing.
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Figure 6. Variation with time of opacity (boxes) and brightness tem-
perature at 600 elevation (crosses).

4.3. Tipping Curves

A series of tipping curve observations at 225 GHz was made over a two-hour
interval in clear and calm weather. The derived opacities, shown in Figure 6,
show a monotonic increase in time. A least squares line is drawn through the
results. The scatter in the opacities about the line gives a conservative measure
of the uncertainties in the measurement, since part of the deviation could rep-
resent non-linear changes in opacity. The RMS of the scatter about the line is
aT=.0 0 3 7. The effect of this error at 30° elevation is erT sec600 - 1.007, a little
less than 1%.

An estimate of the uncertainty of sky brightness measurements follows from
a series of measurements at the same elevation, 60 °, throughout the run of
tipping measurements. Figure 6 shows these measurements with a straight line
fit to the data. The RMS of the deviation from this straight line provides a
conservative measure of the uncertainty of the measurements, since part of the
deviation could represent real changes in the brightness. This measure of the
scatter is 1.2 K, which is 0.8%.

The intercept of each tipping curve measures the sum of the receiver and
antenna temperatures (Figure 7). There is no systematic difference between
the intercepts, supporting the model of monotonically changing extinction. The
receiver temperature was determined separately from the LN and ambient load
measurements to be 63 K. The average of the intercepts is 75 K, implying an
antenna temperature of 12 K, consistent with the known 100 GHz value of 7 K,
assuming that the temperature is due largely to losses in the metal reflectors.

4.4. Accuracy of Single Calibrations

Apart from the primary calibration error in the chopped signal, there will be an
uncertainty in calibration during observing which depends on the signal band-
width and the integration time. For a continuum calibration with At - 10 s,
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Figure 7. 225 GHz antenna temperature derived from linear fit to
tipping curves.

Tsys(DSB) = 200 K, and BW _ 1 GHz, we find aT - 4 x 10- 3 K, which is
0.2% of the calibration signal. The uncertainty is about 1% for a 20 MHz BW.
Calibration of a narrower channel may be accomplished by a long calibration
measurement made simultaneously with the interferometer phase calibration on
a quasar.

5. Conclusions

We have succeeded in making a two-temperature radiometer calibration to 1%,
with corresponding measurements of the atmospheric opacity. This should allow
1% amplitude calibration of observations made in good weather. During less-
stable atmospheric conditions, the scheme may be used in the chopper wheel
method, with the advantages of continuous measurements made at the receiver
operating point and of an ambient load of well-known temperature. Characteri-
zation of the frequency response of the load coupling continues, and integration
with observing procedures is underway in preparation for the installation of the
new system on the remaining BIMA antennas.
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